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REPORT ON TREE STUDY
1 BACKGROUND TO REPORT
On August 3, 2020, the Board voted to commission a study of Hill Farm’s trees, and on September 21,
2020, accepted the proposal of the REALM firm to conduct the study. A Tree Committee was created to
review REALM’s study and make recommendations to the Board. Its members are Mark Hanshaw,
Suzanne Jacoby, Blainey Korff, Jonathan Penner (Chair), and John Shepard.
REALM experienced many delays, some related to illness, some to weather, in completing its report, but
finally submitted it on March 3, 2021. In addition to prefatory material that is mostly boilerplate, the
report consists of a spreadsheet listing 45 trees and photographs of those trees. REALM’s report can be
found HERE.
The Tree Committee found that some of the trees could not be located using the GPS coordinates that
REALM provided. We then asked REALM to tag the trees, marking the tags with numbers corresponding
to tree numbers in REALM’s report, which REALM did on March 24, 2021. Unfortunately, a number of
tags were attached to the wrong trees. In addition, several of the photographs provided by REALM were
not of the similarly numbered trees listed on their spreadsheet.
In time, the Tree Committee was able to work through these difficulties and we believe we have
correctly identified all 45 trees cited by REALM. In addition, the committee identified one other tree,
listed below as Tree 46, that requires attention.
REALM did not differentiate as to the urgency with which the trees need attention. We have done so
(Section D, below) by assigning the trees to groups and prioritizing the groups from 1 (most urgent)
through 7.

2 PREFATORY NOTES
1. Watering of the vinca plantings on the lake’s north shore is having an adverse effect on the
health of the adjacent trees. A number of them have been seriously compromised. In
numerous places, we found that we could easily slide a steel rod into the mud to a depth of
several feet. Excessive watering encourages rot, disease, insect activity, gopher colonization,
and unhealthy root growth. The vinca is attractive, but if it is to remain, we need to find a way
to irrigate it that will not be destructive to our trees.
2. In all cases where the Association will be pruning trees in front yards, we should keep the
homeowner informed.
3. Because it may take years to complete work on these trees, and the banding tags will fall off in
time, we have nailed small, numbered, metal tags to the trees, to ensure that they can continue
to be identified.
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3 TREES STUDIED
This chart lists the trees by number (assigned by REALM), our notes, and prioritization category.
Category numbers indicate degree of urgency, with 1 being the most urgent and 7 the least. Rows in red
(17 trees) are highest priority, and four of the trees are marked URGENT. Rows in yellow (22 trees) are
moderate priority. Rows in blue (7 trees) are monitor only. The community map in section 6 locates the
trees by number. A total of forty-six trees were reviewed by the Tree Committee.
#

Notes

Category

Tree 1

This split mesquite leans over the Farmhouse parking area and the adjacent
sidewalk. We agree with REALM's recommendation that it be removed. URGENT.

1

Tree 2

This mesquite near the back wall of 5161 Hill Place Drive needs reduction of offcenter weight load and removal of deadwood.

4

Tree 3

This olive in front of the Farmhouse has two large, dead branches that threaten the
Farmhouse roof and adjacent sidewalk. Both branches need to be
removed. URGENT. NOTE: THIS WAS COMPLETED MAY 6, 2021.

1

Tree 4

This horizontal-growing mesquite near the back wall of 5161 Hill Place Drive needs
a thinning of its dead wood. Note: the adjacent horizontal-growing mesquite was
not cited by REALM, but the Tree Committee thinks branches overhanging the
footpath should be removed.

3

Tree 5

Leave as is for now, and monitor annually. This is the thick, stumpy cottonwood on
a mound beside the lake path, a little east of the dock. REALM's recommendation
says "Remove dead branches, tree removal for discussion." The tree appears to be
mostly dead, but it has aesthetic value, would be expensive to remove and replace,
and does not presently appear to pose a threat.

7

Tree 6

REALM recommends removal of this hackberry, and we agree.

6

Tree 7

REALM recommends removal of this mesquite, and we agree.

6

Tree 8

REALM recommends removal of this three-trunked ash tree. We think the tree is
okay for now. Monitor annually.

7

Tree 9

REALM's recommendation for this mesquite is "Weight reduction, dead wood and
mistletoe removal, restorative pruning, monitor stability." It seems to us that this
tree is in such poor shape that simple removal may be preferable to the suggested
program of extensive remediation.

2

Tree 10

REALM says this mesquite has "fruiting fungal bodies" and that the recommended
remediation "will depend on identification of fungus." We will need to have the
fungus identified by an arborist. Then we'll need to ask REALM (or another
arborist) what treatment they recommend. If the tree is to remain, we should
consult homeowners about branches extending over walls.

5

Tree 11

For this mesquite, follow REALM's recommendations, which are "Reduce weight
and dead wood; remove excess moisture from the trunk."

6
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Tree 12

For this mesquite, follow REALM's recommendations, which are "Monitor, reduce
weight on north side of tree."

2

Tree 13

For this mesquite, cut branches over the lake path. URGENT.

1

Tree 14

For this mesquite, follow REALM's recommendations, which are "Reduce weight
and dead wood; remove excess moisture from the trunk." Removal of lower
branch extending over lake path is URGENT.

1

Tree 15

Follow REALM's recommendation, which is to remove this mesquite.

5

Tree 16

Remove this mesquite.

2

Tree 17

Leave this mesquite as is for now. REALM recommends "Corrective and restorative
pruning; mistletoe removal." We didn't see any urgency to that.

7

Tree 18

Remove portion of this mesquite where it meets tree 17.

5

Tree 19

Remove branches of this mesquite that extend over path.

2

Tree 20

Follow REALM's recommendations for this mesquite, which are "Weight reduction,
dead wood removal, reduce excessive moisture, monitor stability."

5

Tree 21

Follow REALM's recommendations for this mesquite, which are "Weight reduction,
dead wood removal, reduce excessive moisture, monitor stability."

2

Tree 22

Follow REALM's recommendations for this mesquite, which are "Weight reduction,
dead wood removal, reduce excessive moisture, monitor stability."

2

Tree 23

Follow REALM's recommendations for this ash tree, which are "Terminal weight
reduction to minimize strain on unions."

6

Tree 24

Remove this mesquite.

6

Tree 25

Follow REALM's recommendations for this mesquite, which are "Dead weight
removal; visual inspection of compromised wood and cankers."

6

Tree 26

We suggest monitoring this mesquite. REALM's recommendations: "Monitor
fungal fruiting bodies and ground movement; discuss possible removal."

7

Tree 27

We suggest monitoring this mesquite. REALM's recommendations: "Monitoring
the ground movement and fungal fruiting bodies; weight reduction as needed."

7

Tree 28

We suggest monitoring this mesquite, especially projections over
walkway. REALM's recommendations: "Monitoring the ground movement and
fungal fruiting bodies; weight reduction as needed."

7

Tree 29

Follow REALM’s recommendations for this mesquite, which are “Removal of dead
wood on northern side of tree, remediate soil foundation, rodent abatement.”

6

Tree 30

This mesquite with a bifurcated trunk is located in a common area. Remove the
trunk that reaches over the property of the homeowner to the north.

4
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Tree 31

For this mesquite, lighten canopy and remove deadwood.

6

Tree 32

This skinny mesquite is mostly dead and contains a beehive. We recommend
eventual removal, but the tree does not appear to pose a present threat and action
is not urgent.

7

Tree 33

Remove large, splitting mesquite branch extending over a homeowner's wall. Also
remove the largely dead branches of an adjacent tree that are weighing down this
splitting branch.

4

Tree 34

Follow REALM's recommendations for this ash tree, which are "Remove dead
wood, maintain visual monitoring."

6

Tree 35

Remove mesquite branch over driveway. Reduce weight in crown to reduce strain
on split trunk.

5

Tree 36

Remove this mesquite tree, as recommended by REALM.

3

Tree 37

Lighten this mesquite on east side and do restorative pruning.

6

Tree 38

This hackberry requires weight reduction on at least one of the two main branches
that touch one another.

6

Tree 39

This mesquite requires removal of both of the large branches overhanging the roof
of 5141 Woodgate Lane.

3

Tree 40

This mastic requires thinning of its canopy and expansion of its water basin.

6

Tree 41

Remove branch of this ash tree showing evidence of truck damage, overhanging
the street.

6

Tree 42

Remove this privet tree at option of homeowner. REALM cites "evidence of fruiting
fungal bodies."

6

Tree 43

This Rhus lancea should be monitored. REALM's suggestions: "Treat termites,
reduce canopy weight, monitoring of tree health."

7

Tree 44

This ash tree needs to have its canopy lightened.

6

Tree 45

For this ash tree, remove large branch overhanging driveway, as well as dead stub.

4

Tree 46

Not cited by REALM. Located near the junction of the lake path and the access
path to Willow Creek Drive, at east end of lake. Lighten the lion-tailed branches
extending over the path.

6

4 PRIORITIZATION OF WORK
Group 1. The Tree Committee recommends that highest priority be given to trees marked URGENT.
These are the trees that we think pose the greatest threat to people and property. They are numbers 1,
3, 13, and 14.
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Group 2. Next in priority, we suggest that special attention be given to all trees with branches extending
over the path on the south side of the lake. There is a great deal of foot traffic beneath those branches.
They are numbers 9, 12, 16, 19, 21, and 22.
Group 3. Numbers 4, 36, and 39.
Group 4. Numbers 2, 30, 33, and 45.
Group 5. Numbers 10, 15, 18, 20, and 35.
Group 6. Numbers 6, 7, 11, 23, 24, 25, 29, 31, 34, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42, 44, and 46.
Group 7. Trees the committee has identified as not requiring action now. These should be monitored
annually. Numbers 5, 8, 17, 26, 27, 28, 32, and 43.

5 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
When possible, include these trees in the regular spring and fall pruning program. Opportunities may be
limited by time and budget remaining after attending to homeowner requests, and also by the extent of
work required with regard to certain trees.
Appoint committee to study possible ash tree decline, whether from Phytoplasma bacterium or other
causes. An arborist should be engaged to examine our ash trees and make recommendations.
Study possible revisions to irrigation system to allow as many trees as possible to be deep-watered
rather than dependent on surface water.
Year 1, Budget Year 2021



Treat trees in Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Examine vinca irrigation system and consider alternatives that will protect nearby trees.

Year 2, Budget Year 2022



Treat trees in Groups 5 and 6.
Revise vinca irrigation system.

Year 3, Budget Year 2023


Treat any remaining trees in the above groups.

Year 4, Budget Year 2024




Monitor trees in Group 7 and treat as needed.
Revisit all trees previously treated and augment treatment as needed.
Implement changes in irrigation system to allow deep watering of trees.
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6 MAPS OF HILL FARM TREE STUDY TREES
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